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Arvoia | About Us
Arvoia are an AI company focused on the hospitality technology industry. Having brought AI to other
sectors in travel such as car rental we are already underway to becoming the most important technology
provider to the hospitality sector. The hotel industry is facing some stiff headwinds in terms of a change in
demand profiles and volumes, competition from Airbnb, over-reliance on OTAs, staff shortages and
critically a lack of real innovation in the digital customer journey for consumers. The Arvoia hotel AI
platform completely reframes the digital customer journey. We enhance revenues, engage the guest,
eliminate costs and outdated digital practices and drive real automated efficiency across the consumer
booking journey. Importantly we achieve all this without any tech investment from the hotel and
irrespective of the existing tech stack through a simple integration.
So in short Arvoia’s platform is a single, elevating technology layer that uses AI and machine learning to
understand customer behaviour and transform the existing, fragmented Hotel digital journey into a
uni ed, curated and frictionless booking experience - resulting in dramatic proven increases in direct
customers, revenue, engagement and ef ciency.
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Our technology, our team and our products are gaining global acclaim for our innovation and approach.
Every new team member is carefully selected to ensure not only that Arvoia will continue to disrupt the
travel industry but that each individual has a clear path to grow and develop within the role.
At Arvoia we believe in an environment where we respect the intrinsic worth of individuals,
where people have the courage to do the right thing, and have the support to make a positive
impact on our customers and each other.
These core values permeate every aspect of our company and decision making; we are looking for
talented individuals who embody these values in their behaviour.

UI Developer | Job Description
As a UI Developer at Arvoia, you will get to put your skills in design, technology and coding to work creating efficient user
interfaces for our AI services as part of a cross discipline agile scrum team. More specifically, you’ll get to:
-

Develop user interfaces for the Arvoia solution encompassing customer facing portals for metrics and insights
and online documentation for inclusion in some of the worlds leading booking engines

-

Regularly work alongside other developers, QA and Data Scientists to implement full end to end solutions for our
clients

-

Test and document new features developed in accordance with Arvoia development practices

-

Monitor trends in UI development and advocate technology standards and best-practices

-

Understand UI guidelines for relevant operating systems and appropriately adjust interfaces

Arvoia operate in a fully remote working environment but offer a number of collaboration spaces in Killarney, Co. Kerry
and Dublin. On occasion there may be a need to travel to Dublin or Killarney for face to face meetings but this is not
envisioned to be more than once every two months.
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UI Developer | Skills & Experience
Key skills & experience:
-

3-5 years of demonstrated experience in creating and implementing user interfaces (with portfolio of
examples)

-

Solid experience in mobile first design and development

-

Good understanding of UI design principles and best practices

-

Proficient with visual design programs such as Adobe Creative Suite and Axure

-

Detailed experience with coding and the ability to troubleshoot and analyze web applications using HTML, CSS
and Javascript – experience working with Angular is essential, Java is desirable

-

Experience in the design and implementation of UI in the areas of analytics and dashboards with chart design
elements is strongly desirable

-

Continued education and research into UI development trends and current design strategy and technology

-

3rd level degree / qualification

UI Developer | Personal Qualities
-

Professional written and interpersonal skills

-

Strong communication skills with a focus on an ability to articulate and justify UI design decisions

-

Ability to prioritize and manage multiple milestones and projects efficiently

-

Advanced problem-solving skills and the ability to optimize code for the best possible outcome

-

Strong customer focus – implementing requirements from the perspective of the user experience at all times

-

Ability to work effectively in a collaborative agile based environment with a focus on planning & regular
engagement

-

Enthusiasm and resilience. you must be enthusiastic about our solutions and when things do not go as planned,
they should display resilience to keep moving forward and find the right decision

UI Developer | Salary / Reward
This position attracts a competitive salary, an attractive and open working environment and opportunities for career
development and growth.
Arvoia also operate a 4.5 day working week with no reduction in salary so our employees benefit for the equivalent of
further 26 days additional leave on top of our standard policy.

To Apply
To apply, please send your CV and cover letter to careers@arvoia.com
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